
RULE SUBMISSION FOR ANDRA

Name of Author: Jeff Watson
  

   
Licence number: 3861

 

Details of involvement in Drag Racing:
1978->1980 competed in Modified eliminator with )VD. Reset national record a
number of times. Won a number of meetings including Winternationals.
1988-1997 competed in Super Stock in DD/G. Held the national record a number of
lilncs. iVr,n â nurnì;er of mcetings iruclutiing Gr¿nd Fin¿l ¿t llastern Creek r¿lceïÌäy
and runner up at Nationals and Winternationals.
20ll: Currently co-owner of CC/MD

Rules Proposal

The rules proposal is to include a new forced induction 4 cyl Dragster class in
Competition Eliminator.

Background

The only ciass in Comp eliminator which currently allows for 4 cyl dragsters is
EE/D & EE/DA. Although it allows for 4 cyl engines, at a weight break of 6.0
lbs/cube it is really aimed at a smaller capacity VB or 6 cyl engines.

The most common engine size for performance 4 cyl automotive engines is 2 litre
capacity. All the major manufacturers have a suitable mass produced engine of this
capacity and most have a large supply of aftermarket performance equipment
available for them. I have therefore based my proposal on this engine size. The class
I am proposing is very similar to NHRA'S I/Dragster class.

Ä typicai Turbochargecl 4 cyl Chrome Moly Dragster with automatic transmission
and all relevant safety equipment (front and rear wings) would weigh in the vicinity
of 1500lbs with an average size driver. Therefore the weigh break would need to be
12.00 lbs/cubic inch so as not to require exotic expensive materials to reach
minimum weight. I propose that a minimum weight of 1500tbs be set.

The most comrnon form of forced induction with modern EFI 4 cyl engines is
turbocharging. I have therefore based my proposal on this. If there is a requirement
to include other forms of forced induction, this can be done at a latter date but it
would require a continuing scrutiny to ensure parity is maintained.

I propose that rather than include the requirement of a Boost Limiting Valve, the
performance level be limited by size of the turbo compressor wheel inducer
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diameter. The size would be a maximum of 76mm which all major turbo
manufacturers can supply. This would not require any additional cost to the
competitor and would be easily monitored by ANDRA. NHRA use the inducer
diameter as the means to limit performance in all their turbo classes with great
success. The 76mm inducer dia is the same as required by NHRA in l/Dragster.

The anticipated performance would be in the low to mid 7 second area which is in
keeping with the current performance level of existing Comp Eliminator vehicles.
The index for manuals would obviously have to be lower than auto vehicles. There
are a number of current vehicles (CCIMD's) which would be eligible for this class
and a number which are currently being constructed.

Froposcd class Criteria

FF/D & FF/DA

333 kg/litre (12.00 lbs/cube) or more for turbocharged engines using mechanical or
electronic fuel injection. Restricted to Automotive 4 cyl engines using factory cast
iron or cast aluminium cylinder blocks and cylinder heads. No aftermarket billet
engine blocks or cylinder heads permitted. Minimum weight 680kgs (1500 pounds)
including driyer.

FF/D & FFiDA limited to single turbo with maximum 76mm compressor inducer
diameter (twin turbos prohibited inFF/D &F FiDA).

Fuel

Methanol, ethanol or petrol only. No nitrous oxide permitted.

Does the rule protect the saf'etv of participants and spectators?
All current safety requirements would be applicable.

Is the rule a positive step for the sport?
Most definitely. I believe we need provide areas where the current generation can
compete with their sport compact origins to ensure that mainstream Drag Racing
continues to attract new competitors.

Yes. It would provide additional competitors for comp eliminator which would help
to ensure its survival. The added variety would create more spectator interest.
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Is the rule practical and enforceable?
Yes I believe it is practical and enforceable.

The proposed rules are designed to limit the cost to be competitive especially the non
requirement for the Boost Limiting Valve..



14e Section 104 - Gas Dragster

D/DA - 5.00 or more pounds per cubic inch; 1,000-pound
minimum;V-6, V-4 engines only, automatic transmission
with converter only.

EID - 4 50 or more pounds per cubic inch; inline or opposed
5 or 6-cylinder engines.
4.40 or more pounds per cubic inch: inline or opposed
5- or 6-cylinder engines with stock production heads;
1,000-pound minìmum.

F/D - 7.00 or more pounds per cubic inch; inline 4-cylinder
engines only.

- 7.50 or more pounds per cubic inch; for inline 4-valve,
4-cylinder engines only; BS0-pound minimum.

G/D - 8.40 or more pounds per cubic inch; oppossd 4-cylinder
engines only, 1S5-cubic-inch maximum as produced;
850-pound minimum.

H/D - 9.80 or more pounds per cubic inch: 1,800-pound
minimum; turbocharged, 6:cylinder, 2- and 4-valve engines
only.

llD 11.50 or more pounds per cubic inch; I,500-pound
minimum; turbocharged, 4-cylinder, 2- and 4-valve engines
only,

REQU¡ñEMENTS & SPECIF¡GATIONS

CYLINDER HEADS
Maximum two valves per cylinder except as noted. Classes A/D, B/D,
and D/D, any cylinder head permitted. Class C/D restricted to true

el valves) heads only; splayed or canted
E/D, F/D, and G/D, any head permitted. H/D
ibired.

ENGINE
Any naturally aspirated, internal-combustion, reciprocating,
automotive-type engine permitted. Maximum one engine.êee
General Begulations 1:2.

FUEL
Methanol accepted in H/D and l/D. All other classes, NHRA-
accepted racing gasoline only. Propylene oxide and/or nitrous oxide
prohibited. See General Regulations l:6.

INDUCTION

OIL SYSTEMS
Dry-sump oil systems permitted. Any oil pump configuration
permitted, may be combined with other pump functions.

TURBOCHARGER
Permit /D limit rnsingle rbocha d to-axim ly (twin ited).
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DRIVETRAIN:2

Section 104 - Gas Oragster

VENTTUBE BREATHERS
Mandatory. See General Regulations 1:13.

2'.5,2'.6,2:9.

DRIVELINE
Anti-blowback device mandatory in Classes A/D, B/D, C/D, and D/D

See General Regulations 2'.1 ,2:4

THANSMISSION, Automatic
Permired in A/DA, Élon, c¡on, D/DA, E/D, F/D, G/D, H/D, and l/D
See Section 10, Transmission, Automatic, for details

TRANSMISSION, Manual
Permitted in A/D, B/D, C/D, D/D, E/D, FlD, G/D, H/D' and l/D. See
Seclion 10, Transmission. Manual, for details.

BBAKES
Two rear-wheel hydraulic b brake, if used,
must be located iirside roll mandatory. All
brake lines passing engine must be

shielded See General Regulations 3:1.

SUSPENSION
rear axles
lbase is 120
tubular axle
not

mandatory on f ront axles rigìdly mounted .l 
B inches or less from

kingpin axis. See General Regulations 3:4.

BALLAST
Permitted. See General Regulations 4:2.

DEFLECTOR PLATE
Must be installed between roll cage and engine on all rear-engine
cars to protect driver and fuel tank. M¡nimum material thickness:
,125-in¿h aluminum or.O60-inch steel. See General Regulations 4:3.

PINION SUPPORT
Mandatory on all frontengine cars. See General Regulalions 4:9

ROLL CAGE
Mandatory. Chassis must be recertified every three years by NHRA
and have 

-sérialized 
sticker atfixed to frame before participj¡tion.

,A/D, B/D, C/D, D/DA, H/D' and l/D must
confonn to SFI or 2.48 (front engìne); all
other vehicles c 2.78 (rear engine) or 2.6
(front engine). wing-support portions do

BRAKES & SUSPENSION:3




